
Teacher Guide for ASK, 
October 2011: The Fungus Among Us 

 
Betty Lou Askin, a retired educator, who lives in Toronto Ontario, prepared this guide. 
 
Pre-reading: 

 Ask the students to look at the cover of the magazine.  Hold a discussion with the 
students concerning what they know about fungus. 

 You may wish to create a KWL Chart with the class. 
 Look at the Table of Contents.  Discuss the topics and the pictures. 

 
Scoops (pages 2-3) 
 
Kids Build Tallest Towers 

 Have the students describe the tower. 
 Ask them to tell how the tower was built. 
 Ask the students to explain the purpose of the tower. 

 
Spidey Got It Right 

 After reading this article, ask the students to explain what scientists have learned about 
the tarantula. 

 
Where In the World Is Genghis Khan? 

 Have the students tell you how they could be an archaeologist. 
 
Lost and Found 

 Ask the students to explain how lost cargo can help sea creatures. 
 Have the students tell why scientists are worried about some lost cargo. 

 
Nestor’s Dock (pages 4-5) 
 
Discussion questions to use with this cartoon: 

 Why did Phil think that he could get rich? 
 Describe his plan. 
 Explain why he was disappointed. 
 Why is the conclusion of the cartoon ironic? 

 
Looking at Mushrooms (pages 6-11) 
 
Vocabulary: mycologist, hyphae, mycelium, spores and chitin. 
 
Ideas/questions to help with the content of this article: 

 Describe Greg Mueller’s equipment. 
 What is a mycologist? 
 Explain what “here-today-gone-tomorrow” means regarding mushrooms. 
 What forms do fungi take? 
 Describe how fungi are different from plants. 
 Explain-Are fungi plants or animals? 
 What is mycelium? 
 Name the characteristics that an expert looks at to know if a mushroom is safe to eat. 
 How do mushrooms spread? 
 Explain how mushrooms sprout. 
 Describe the role of fungi. 



 Why do some trees need fungi? 
 Explain why parasitic fungi are harmful. 
 Extension Ideas: 

1. Ask the students to write an essay based on what they have learned in this 
article.  This could be completed individually, in pairs or in groups.  Their finished 
product could be read to the whole class or to other groups. 

2. The students might enjoy doing further research about mushrooms and 
compiling written work as well as pictures to be presented to the class. 

3. You might ask the students to do some pictorial art work about mushrooms. 
 
Animal, Vegetable or Fungus?  (page 12) 
 

 Enjoy answering these questions. 
 
Talented Fungi (pages 13-16) 
 
Reading for Understanding: 

 Ask the students how many times a week they eat mushrooms.  Develop a mathematics 
chart listing their responses. 

 Why are mushrooms good for us? 
 What creatures also like mushrooms? 
 Describe how fungi can help other food. 
 Explain how fungi might fight pests. 
 Explain how fungi are helpful to human health. 
 Describe other ways that fungi contribute. 
 Tell about Ecocradle. 

Extension Ideas: 
1. Ask the students to write an essay describing the benefits of fungi. 
2. Students might work in groups to develop a listing showing the benefits of fungi. 

 
Wanted (page 17) 
 

 Use the Read-Aloud method with this article.  It could be read in a dramatic style or as a 
news report. 

 The students could create posters about these three dangerous fungi. 
 
March of the Zombie Ants (pages 18-21) 
 
Vocabulary: zombie, foraging, spore, exoskeleton, hyphae, cordyceps, and thorax. 
 
Use these ideas to focus on the reading: 

 Explain how the fungal spore develops on the ant. 
 Describe how the zombie ant creates new zombies. 
 How far ranging are insect killing fungi? 
 Why do insects keep themselves clean? 
 Describe how they clean themselves. 
 Describe two other types of protection that ants use. 
 Where do Camponotus ants prefer to place their colonies?  Why? 
 Explain why scientists think that the fungi attack the ant’s brain. 
 How do ants handle the dead bodies of other ants? 
 Describe how the fungi control the dead zombie ant. 
 Tell why 98 degrees body temperature is important.   

 



The Trees That Would Not Grow (pages 22-27) 
 
Reading for information: 

 Describe the various tests that the earlier foresters performed on the pine seedlings. 
 What is usually present in soil? 
 Describe how the Australian foresters set up their experiment. 
 What was the result of this experiment? 
 What speculations were made by the scientists about the soil around healthy pines? 
 Describe a mushroom. 
 What kindled new interest in the mysterious soil factor? 
 Describe the soil experiment conduced by the US Forest Service. 
 Describe the results of the experiment. 
 What important lesson was learned from this experiment? 

 
Good Fungus? Bad Fungus? (page 31) 
 

 Let your students respond to the contest.  Make a bulletin board display of their work. 
 
Jimmy the Bug (page 32) 
 
Read this article with the students and discuss the information based on what they have learned 
from reading this magazine. 
 
Marvin and Friends 
 

 Why were Rat’s friends so concerned? 
 How did they try to help? 
 What gave his friends the clue to his problem? 

 
Wrapping It Up   
 
If you used a KWl chart and were not adding to it during the reading, complete that activity, 
especially the third column.  
 
Don’t Forget: 
 

 To join the Khan team at www.askmagkids.com/links 
 To find more tricks online at www.askmagkids.com/tricks 

 
 
 
 
 


